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Introduction

Discovery is an extended process of construction, evaluation, and revision.
Reasoning strategies exemplified in biological cases, discussed in the follow-
ing chapters, provide advice that may be useful in future discovery episodes.
Especially fruitful is the perspective that what is to be discovered is a biolog-
ical mechanism. The nature of the product guides the process of discovery.

part i: biological mechanisms

Chapter 1: Thinking About Mechanisms, with Peter Machamer and
Carl F. Craver

The concept of mechanism is analyzed in terms of entities and activities,
organized such that they are productive of regular changes. Examples show
how mechanisms work in neurobiology and molecular biology. Thinking
in terms of mechanisms provides a new framework for addressing many
traditional philosophical issues: causality, laws, explanation, reduction, and
scientific change.

Chapter 2: Discovering Mechanisms in Neurobiology: The Case
of Spatial Memory with Carl F. Craver

Discovery is an extended process of construction, evaluation, and revision, as
illustrated by the case of the discovery of mechanisms of spatial memory. The
discovery of mechanisms is constrained by phenomenal, componency, spatial,
temporal, and hierarchical constraints. Experimental testing of hypothesized
mechanisms requires techniques for intervening via exciting or inhibiting

xi
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one stage of the mechanism and then detecting effects at a different stage,
either later or up/down in a hierarchy. Incompleteness and anomalies drive
refinements during discovery.

Chapter 3: Strategies in the Interfield Discovery of the Mechanism
of Protein Synthesis with Carl F. Craver

In the 1950s and 1960s, an interfield interaction between molecular biologists
and biochemists integrated important discoveries about the mechanism of pro-
tein synthesis. This extended discovery episode reveals two general reasoning
strategies for eliminating gaps in descriptions of the productive continuity of
mechanisms: schema instantiation and forward/backward chaining. Schema
instantiation involves filling roles in an overall framework for the mechanism.
Forward and backward chaining eliminates gaps using knowledge about types
of entities and their activities. Attention to mechanisms highlights salient fea-
tures of this historical episode while providing general reasoning strategies
for mechanism discovery.

Chapter 4: Relations Among Fields: Mendelian, Cytological,
and Molecular Mechanisms

Philosophers have proposed various kinds of relations between Mendelian
genetics and molecular biology: reduction, replacement, explanatory exten-
sion. This chapter argues that the two fields are best characterized as investi-
gating different, serially integrated, hereditary mechanisms. The mechanisms
operate at different times and contain different working entities. The working
entities of the mechanisms of Mendelian heredity are chromosomes, whose
movements serve to segregate alleles and independently assort genes in differ-
ent linkage groups. The working entities of numerous mechanisms of molec-
ular biology are larger and smaller segments of DNA plus related molecules.
Discovery of molecular DNA mechanisms filled black boxes that were noted,
but unilluminated, by Mendelian genetics.

part ii: reasoning strategies: relating fields,
resolving anomalies

Chapter 5: Interfield Theories with Nancy Maull

This chapter analyzes the generation and function of interfield theories, the-
ories which bridge two fields of science. Interfield theories are likely to be

xii
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generated when two fields share an interest in explaining different aspects
of the same phenomenon and when background knowledge already exists
relating the two fields. The interfield theory functions to provide a solution
to a characteristic type of theoretical problem: How are the relations between
fields to be explained? In solving this problem the interfield theory may pro-
vide answers to questions which arise in one field but cannot be answered
within it alone, may focus attention on domain items not previously consid-
ered important, and may predict new domain items for one or both fields.
Implications of this analysis for the problems of reduction and the unity and
progress of science are mentioned.

Chapter 6: Theory Construction in Genetics

Progress occurred in theory construction in Mendelian genetics when the
appeal to vague analogies was replaced by fruitful interfield connections to
cytology. William Bateson’s appeal to vague analogies to coupling and repuls-
ing forces, vortices, and vibrations was in contrast with T. H. Morgan’s use
of interfield relations to chromosomes in his construction of the theory of the
gene. Analogies may provide a source for new ideas in theory construction
(as many philosophers have argued), but interfield relations, if available, are
likely to be more fruitful.

Chapter 7: Relations Among Fields in the Evolutionary Synthesis

The synthetic theory of evolution is a multifield theory. According to
Dobzhansky (1937), evolutionary mechanisms at three levels are studied by
different fields. Genetics and cytology study mutations and chromosomal
changes in organisms; population genetics studies the impact of the environ-
ment on populational changes, such as via selection or migration; and, finally,
the study of isolating mechanisms that prevent interbreeding between popu-
lations shows how new species arise. The stage of development of these fields
was crucial to the role they played in the synthesis, showing why Mendelism
and Darwinism, although in conflict from 1900 to 1910, could be productively
related in the 1930s.

Chapter 8: Selection Type Theories with Joseph A. Cain

Selection type theories solve adaptation problems. Natural selection, clonal
selection for antibody production, and selective theories of higher brain
function are examples. An abstract characterization of typical selection pro-
cesses is generated by analyzing and extending previous work on the nature

xiii
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of natural selection. Once constructed, this abstraction provides a useful tool
for analyzing the nature of other selection theories and may be of use in new
instances of theory construction. This suggests the potential fruitfulness of
research to find other theory types and construct their abstractions.

Chapter 9: Strategies for Anomaly Resolution: Diagnosis and Redesign

Anomaly resolution entails both diagnosis and redesign tasks. Steps and
strategies for localizing and fixing anomalies for scientific theories are out-
lined. The resolution of a monster anomaly in genetics resulted in the discov-
ery of lethal gene combinations. A simulation model for genetic processes
is systematically debugged as an illustration of anomaly localization in a
computational philosophy of science experiment.

Chapter 10: Exemplars, Abstractions, and Anomalies: Representations
and Theory Change in Mendelian and Molecular Genetics

Representations of scientific theories are closely tied to reasoning strategies
for theory change. A scientific theory may be represented by a set of con-
crete exemplary problem solutions. Alternatively, a theory may be depicted
in an abstract pattern, which, when its variables are filled with constants,
becomes a particular explanation. The exemplars and abstractions may be
depicted diagrammatically, as they are in the cases from Mendelian genetics
and molecular biology. One way that a theory grows is by adding new types
of exemplars to its explanatory repertoire. Model anomalies show the need
for a new exemplar; they turn out to be examples of a typical, normal pattern
that had not been included in the previous stage of theory development. A
special-case anomaly indicates the need for a new exemplar or abstraction, but
it has a small scope of applicability. Thus, ideas discussed here are exemplars,
abstractions, diagrammatic representations, and anomalies and the roles they
play in the representation of explanatory theories and in the change of such
theories. Examples come from Mendelian genetics and molecular biology,
including a special-case anomaly for the central dogma of molecular biology,
namely, the discovery of the enzyme, reverse transcriptase, that copies RNA
into DNA.

Chapter 11: Strategies for Anomaly Resolution in the Case
of Adaptive Mutation

The phenomenon of adaptive mutation is an anomaly that has received many
diverse responses. These range from radical challenges to the theory of natural

xiv
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selection and the central dogma of molecular biology to the claim that adap-
tive mutations are produced via operation of previously known mechanisms.
Examination of this anomaly provides a range of responses, from viewing the
anomaly as a monster, a special case, or a model for all mutations. The case
suggests refinements of strategies for anomaly resolution.

part iii: discovering mechanisms: construction,
evaluation, revision

Chapter 12: Strategies for Discovering Mechanisms: Construction,
Evaluation, Revision

This chapter brings together the discussions of Part I on mechanisms and
Part II on reasoning strategies. It summarizes the view of discovery via itera-
tive refinement and elaborates the way that the characterization and features
of mechanisms aid their discovery. In Section 12.2, the MDC (Machamer,
Darden, Craver) discussion of mechanisms from Chapter 1 is refined and
defended against recent criticisms. Subsequent sections of the chapter sum-
marize and expand earlier discussions of reasoning strategies for construction,
evaluation, and refinement. Construction strategies include schema instan-
tiation, modular subassembly, and forward/backward chaining. Evaluation
strategies serve to assess adequacy. They detect incompleteness and aid in
moving from how possibly, to how plausibly, to how actually the mechanism
works. Anomaly resolution strategies guide diagnosis and repair during revi-
sion. Examples come from molecular biology, biochemistry, immunology,
neuroscience, and evolutionary biology discussed in more detail in earlier
chapters.

xv
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